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Key topics:

Fake indictments of Donald Trump
Sapphire Rapids Intel processor

Moissanite (Silicon Carbide) for carbon computing

Difference between empires and kingdoms
Chakras and grounding set ohmerage

North Korean ReMag

10 Sefirot, 10 points, Whole Armor of God
Planetary Forces and Matrix legend

1800h
1824h start

Bob: Our Miss Brooks is Louise Brooks, last great silent screen star.
Bob reads from New Yorker article on Louise Brooks

5m
@Ginney

Fake indictments of Donald Trump
Indicted on 4 charges that first amendment protects. Charges will be overthrown. Accusations just to shield
from what Hunter Biden has done.

Donald Trump is in charge of America today because of what he already invoked.
That’s why they didn’t move Space X to Huntsville.

They’re looking for an adjudication. Nothing else works other than ascension.
The facade is melting.
Bob: you’re only talking about TV reality.
It’s all a distraction.
Have to talk to Bob in the Afterglow. Bob knows what’s going on. He knows what Mae Brussel meant. Knew
what Joe Dun Sloan was trying to say. It goes back to the chart.

The Grand Wazoo of the Dead Dance is what we’re experiencing now. It's the over-under. It's a foxtrot,
1924.
Figure out the difference between a waltz and a foxtrot. This is a quickstep.

The foxtrot is a dance almost anyone can do. The dance is similar in its look to waltz, although the
rhythm is in a 4/4 time signature instead of 3/4. Developed in the 1910s, the foxtrot reached its height of
popularity in the 1930s and remains practiced today.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1979/06/11/louise-brooks-tells-all


Trump is ballsy enough to declare that he'll never be arrested.
All 3 branches of government are false and they can’t control anything.
Soften it. Say that this is coming from the world of Sid and Marty Croft and we’re supposed to take that as
gospel.

The Woke have gone to sleep. Try that in a small town.
You’re concerned about your bottom line. Follow a linear capacity to a larger position. Relax like the Magic
Eye. Don't get excited. Just follow your potential bliss. Get your nails done.

When you get right in the deep of it. The ephemeral vs the potential capacity for the world order to be
absolved. That's what's melting away.
Your ability to see beyond reality. Things are a certain way. Go past that. Adjust accordingly. See beyond
that. Allows you to stay above it.

You’re trying to adjust to a reality that may have any effect on you. You're better off than they say you are.

From Tiny Note chart.
Dyad. How did Othello end?

It's working out well in my dreamworld, but it's not showing up out here.
It most certainly is. You have hardhat vs yippies. Atom Bomb vs Chemicals. Atlanteans vs Tokyo. Universals
trying to take over but not doing well.
Going into the Tetrad and into Hamlet and into Mythic Gov't.
Laser beam vs computer.
They’re diametrically calculated in this reality. Bob lays it out in the Pentad about what Henry V was about.

We’re more into the Big Note.
But in the Tiny Note you can understand everything going on right now, without having to learn Kroker.
If you don’t have a little agony, you’ll never know ecstasy. If you don't have enough ecstacy you won't know
what agony feels like.
Every great erection begins with some contrast.
That’s holeopathic satellite squared. Kroker. You'll never know it unless you can embrace it.
Clear the palette so you enjoy the next thing that’s coming. Don’t get stuck in the aperitif that will be taken
away.

22m
@Chad

Sapphire Rapids processor
iON had said Sapphire Rapids “aliens’ end game”.
To be used in the world’s fastest supercomputer.
Does Sapphire Rapids processor have to do with the corundum we discussed in relation to the cloud?
Eagle Stream server platform
Argonne National laboratory
Cooper lake
LGA 4677
Emerald Rapids



Not Intel 7. Sapphire Rapids is not part of the Eagle Stream server platform.
Don't follow the stream of Sapphire Rapids. It won't get you there. Xeon CPU won't hold up to it / sustain it.

June 24 PD: White sapphires, blue sapphire emerald and corundums are in the cloud system. Each have
capacity to insulate and conductive. That’s how you make the position between diamond that cloud is made
of– connective is what gives it polarity.
Say corundum because they're all in that category.

Does corundum form the polarity field for diamond RAM?
That's Sapphire Rapids. That's why it's been delayed.

Is corundum used to control ohmerage?
60 cores at a time. You know what the forth generation includes.

Moissanite (Silicon Carbide)
Does difference in mohs harness scale of Sapphire (9) vs Emerald (7.5) matter?
No. Because you have Moissanite. The disco diamond.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moissanite
Can test as natural diamonds. Not mistaken, it is. They can be produced cheaply.
SiC - silicon and carbon.
Version of carbon that can be unremarkably disturbed as markable carbon, can hold striations of
information.
Silicon Carbide. Also known as carborundum.
LGA 4677 (not LEAG)

Private session: Googler already in computer. It’s the silicon.
You’re creating a resonance between silicon in CPU chip and carbon in cloud.
Carbon and silicon are both tetravalent.
Is it tetravalence that provides a resonance that would allow interface between carbon computing and the
silicon fractal antenna in a computer?

iON does not agree that C and Si are both tetravalent.
We Built This City (Starship). Look it up, all the way to Marconi. 1924.
You don't understand frequency capacity for reverberation within the rings.

Bob: in 1924 Marconi said it looks like there could be alien life in the Bootes constellation.
iON: are you talking about the 12 steps of the Sapphire Rapids?

33m
Bob: Susana evoked new definition for iON July 22: seamstress to the stars. iON just said something about
stars a minute ago. Always making connection.
iON: Hey Carolyn, listen to the thing earlier today. It brings in the Rose of Sharon and how tarbabies apply.
Bob: The angels are looking for the Fifth Gate. Michael, Gabriel and Lucifer all 3 can't find me.

1900
Raptor Lake

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moissanite


Raptor Lake is Intel's codename for the 13th-generation of Intel Core processors based on a hybrid
architecture, utilizing Raptor Cove performance cores and ...

Re: understand frequency capacity for reverberation within the rings
Does this relate to the lines and spaces where carbon storage happens?
Of course. 14 degrees of freedom within carbon compendium.

Silicates are used as main binder in mortar and concrete.
You said carbon is the new binder.
If silicon made mortar does carbon make stone in iON’s definition of stone?
You talking about Alder Lake?

Moissanite: Do striations shift, having an effect on molar mass?
Yes. Tiger lake. You're laying a compendium to the cloud if you understand what Moissanite actually applies
to.
Chad draws out all the good stuff and then Bert the Zionist lays down how it all applies. Chad does the
trigonometry of how this all connects with the LGA 1700.

4m
Carolyn: Is it because the SiC can be grown into a single crystal so that with new cloud you need it in single
crystalline form?
iON: Can't talk to that unless you talk to Bob about how the lack of hematocrit affects human body. That will
stir your Rose of Sharon. Put that in the grimoire.
Bob learned today how Geritol is not going to work anymore. Because when you change the blood iron
won’t apply to the hematocrit when you're flipping the poles. Grounding will mean something different.

20110729 private:
Octad also gives relevance of position.
Apply to any covalent bond that is potentially desired. As in syncing up frequencies, balancing electrons in a
cell.
Also apply to using triangulation to measure shifts in molar mass?
It would. Molar mass applies to the difference between kingdoms and empires. Go back.
Those frequencies apply differently from a kingdom to an empire. Remember inner, outer, middle kingdoms.
That's how you know the difference between Alder Lake and Tiger Lake.

Re: Difference between kingdoms and empires and different molar masses reminds me of how last year you
told me pay attention to different molar masses of carbon between worlds.
Molar masses are frequencies.

9m

Difference between empires and kingdoms
Diff between empire and kingdom: empire is collection of nation states or areas under single monarch or
oligarchy.
Kingdom is nation state or region governed by king or queen. We're talking about godship. That's the
difference between an empire and a kingdom.



Will help when trying to navigate frequent frequencies.
The question would be: is an empire stronger than a kingdom?

Corundum in tiaras. Does sapphire in tiara indicate a difference between kingdom and empire. NO
That’s why Prince Charles is still at Clarence House and not Buckingham Palace. Kings don't live in
Clarence House.

Bob's going to Sandringham in August to visit Her Majesty. We're going to sneak him out of the Fifth Gate.

11m
Would the code be found in tracking the changes in molar mass in carbon?
Ask Alissa. She knows the frequency, she has the plate. You can play a key and she can tell you what note.

Last PD you said that running a full Pentad to a new A value related to triangulating change in molecular
weights.
Does change in molecular weight indicate a shift between worlds?
Between Roman Empire, Mongolian Empire and British empire. Look at those From 27 BC to 1901 AD you
can figure it out.

13m
Melting Titanium 63: Isotopes allow you to tell which you is you among the many different you’s.

Isotope vs. ion
Isotope: members of a family of an element that all have the same number of protons but different numbers
of neutrons. (neutron differential)
Ion: Atom that has same number of protons with different number of neutrons. Ion is an atom that has
gained or lost electrons. Now more or fewer electrons than protons, giving it a negative or positive charge,
as opposed to an isotope. (electron differential)

Isotope must have different neutron angled points that makes it an isotope. Different neutron angled points
in isotopes relate to different planes in dial-a-mile.
Say capacity not planes. When you say planes, you're talking about planular geometry. It's planes as
capacity. But you take everything back to geometry. Keep doing that, but we're adjusting the atlas so you
don't get lost on the map to Wellville.

Are these different neutron angles points manipulated to change molar masses in carbon storage?
NO. They are neutrons that are ions that are atoms or molecules that have gained electron capacity or have
a neutron effect potentially.
States of elemental matter. That's the difference between ion and isotopes. Both are specific elements and
atoms. Difference is isotopes are variation of number of neutrons in and element.
But now we have a problem. carbon-14 is a radioactive isotope of carbon that has two extra neutrons.
Ions and atoms are molecular components that have gained or lost a negative charge. Isotopes pertain to a
nucleus of atom.
Ions pertain to electron cloud of the atom / molecule. That's why Prince Albert was in a can.

Does storing information in carbon have to do with sustaining negatively charged ions?
YES. Or containing them. Because you have to mitigate the storm.
Listen to Gaither Brothers: Heaven’s Joy Awaits. Listen to cadence and metaphor.



19m
@Maddy
Israel picked for last? They're not. You're fixing to see what the Iron Dome can do.
Netanyahu has something up his sleeve.

23m
@Bert
No PayDay this week. Doing a dry run to the stars. Seamstress work.

Chakras and grounding set ohmerage
Chakras how one sets ohmerage. Grounding sets ohmerage.
Ohmerage is the resistance of frequency. Resistance is what everybody has engaged here.
Eg. Alissa can identify a note struck on piano. Because she understands frequency.
Can use AI to identify frequency, but then you’re borrowing power.

26m

North Korean ReMag
iON told Dr. Dean in 2022 that ReMag is taking over for oxygen because oxygen is disappearing. ReMag is
a slow neutron. That’s why ReMag is not ReMag. That's why it's so delicious.
ReMag smells like maple syrup to Bert and JW. That’s why Bob says Bert sounds upset on phone because
he’s having early onset ascension syndrome. JW is too.
We never said ascension was pleasant, we said it was necessary.
Tougher than basic training.
You can be taken aback. Every level has to be adjusted or adjudicated.
eg. Bert’s turf toe, and GQ’s tooth implant now being replaced.

ReMag taking over oxygen function in meatsack?
Kim Jung Un’s ReMag will.

Do we have North Korean magnesium in ReMag now?
You do.
That’s why people are upset about Taiwan and the Straight.
Watch the obvious. Why isn’t anyone talking about the tectonic plates?
Tectonic plates are due to Fukushima rods.

Carolyn says no problem but she is holding the process back to give everybody a chance because she’s
compassionate.

32m

10 Sefirot, 10 points, Whole Armor of God
10 Sefirot from Kabbalah and carbon
Talking about the book of the law that connects.
Pentateuch has to be calculated.



Sefirot is where you connect the siege to the planetary forces, angelic forces and archangel forces
10 points of Chinese medicine: head, hands, feet, brain. Had it upside down. It's the solar plexus, genital
organs, heart, spleen, brain, feet, hands, head.
That is in Corinthians: The whole armor of God!
This is what a good zionist does! He's not trying to steer the ship, he's trying to tell you where the ship is
going. That's what you're trying to note here.
Book of the Law connects 10 Sefirot and the 10 points in body in Chinese medicine. That's the Whole Armor
of God.

37m
iON to guest on chat: Royals have ascended. They understand how King George VI let everything go so
Queen Mum could be the most powerful person on the planet until Bob quelled Crown Inc.

38m
Part of the body: Adonai Elohim. That’s the Jewish Prayer, talking about the heavenly hosts. Prayer for the
agape.

42m

Planetary Forces and Matrix legend
Bert got legend of planetary forces right and the matrix light. But iON said the matrix light is upside down.
Only on the flat earth model.
Why do you think there are now so many TikToks about flat earth.

TikTok about measurements of Antarctic wall, ice wall.
That’s why Biden is so against Trump’s wall: a metaphor for the separation.
“To stop alien penetration” Do the math.

Then Google Earth is an illusion.
Take Google earth and compare the way airplanes fly.
Why would they fly over North Pole?
Maps show what they wanted everybody to perceive.
Then you see the UK is smaller than Texas.

When you're at The Alamo you know it's over. Trying to see how many people you can kill before you die.
Remember the Alamo. That's what Sam Houston was trying to lay out. That's what you need to embrace.
If you understand that, there's no love lost. There's only you coming into your power or you losing your place
power. Better shake yourself and come to the knowledge of quick before it's too late.
You won’t miss hearing from us until we’re gone. The words are priceless once they're no longer here. Eg.
Michelangelo was taken advantage of and died poor.

45m
Feb 19, 2022. Bert got the legend right. Matrix is upside down and connector doesn't work.
Legend is 10 sefirot coordinated with Chinese medicine 10 body points.
That includes Carolyn’s rendition of Total Biology: not where someone else affects your reality, but where
YOU affect your reality regarding someone else.
If someone hates you and you don't know it, how does that have Total Biology against you? It's what you



represent regarding that conditioned response.
Has to do with metabolic molecular strata that responds in kind. That's the difference between Hodgkins and
non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
If someone you care about hates you, then it becomes a conflict. If you bring it home, then you're
responsible for it. That's what Carolyn comes against to say, forget about it, just love everybody and you
don't have to worry about it. Let them think whatever they think. They love you till they hate you and hate
you till they love you.

47m
Matrix light is upside down: Sion vs Zion. Need to know the difference between the two.
Sion = bible.
Everyone else says Zion. Both have iON.
Connector is the solar plexus, and how the solar plexus responds to it.
If you take it in your solar plexus, you take on that hate.
You always bring that into your solar plexus, about worthiness. That’s the judgement capacity.
Carolyn has cleaned all that up. Shit happens. If it didn't kill you then get over it.
You have to have ability in SP to clear it.

Bob has never engaged anything. Everything he supported, he undoes.
That's "thanks for my belief, now help my unbelief."
That's the Stratego game you're enhancing with your questions right now. That’s what a zionist would do.

51m
Solar plexus is another name for Hara.

54m

@Alissa
North Korean magnesium applies to specific kingdoms and empires.

Plate making it so she is starting on same point on wire whisk every time.

@Bert
Rev. 23:22 describes planetary forces.
Make the application. But does it apply to me? Platitude v vicissitude. Does God love me?
Then go to Ezekiel 23.

59m
@Maddy
What is Elon Musk?
He is very fun and frivolous. Paid too much for Twitter. Then changed name to something Google owns
trademark to, and still laughs his way to bank.
Elon Musk doesn’t know. That’s why he shifts his position.

2000h
Afterglow (Tailgate)
6m



Bob says July 22 PayDay had a lot of good stuff.


